We report single-DNA-stretching experiments showing that the protein Fis, an abundant bacterial chromosome protein of E. coli, mediates a dramatic DNA condensation to zero length. This condensation occurs abruptly when DNA tension is reduced below a protein-concentration-dependent threshold f < 1 pN. Following condensation, reopening under larger forces proceeds via a series of discrete jumps, indicating that Fis is able to stabilize DNA crossings. Our experiments suggest that Fis may play a role in vivo stabilizing the ''loop-domain'' structure of the bacterial chromosome.
Fis is a member of a small set of abundant proteins associated with the chromosome of E. coli and related bacteria [1] . Fis molecules form dimers which bind to and bend DNA in a ''nonspecific'' (sequence-independent) fashion. In addition, Fis selectively binds to particular sequences to regulate activities of other DNA-binding proteins, including recombinases and polymerases. Strikingly, Fis concentration in vivo increases with bacterial growth rate [2] ; during nutrient-rich rapid growth Fis is the most abundant DNA-binding protein in E. coli with up to 40 000 dimers per cell, i.e., 50 M concentration. These properties suggested that Fis might have an important function in organizing the bacterial chromosome, motivating us to look at its effects on individual DNA double helix molecules.
We report single-DNA experiments revealing two effects of Fis on DNA. For forces >1 pN, Fis-DNA complexes display reversible elasticity similar to ''naked'' DNA, but shifted to higher forces, in accord with experiments and theories for effects of DNA-bending proteins [3, 4] . However, for Fis concentrations c > 1 M, we find that below a concentration-dependent sub-piconewton threshold force Fis-coated DNA undergoes drastic condensation to zero length; subsequently, higher forces of roughly 10 pN reopen the DNA via discontinuous jumps. These effects indicate that Fis is able to stabilize DNA crossings and therefore may play a role in stabilizing the loop-domain structure of the bacterial chromosome [5, 6] . Our experiments, while similar in some respects to a study of DNA-condensing multivalent salts and polypeptides [7] , are distinct in their observation of slow DNA condensation via stabilization of nonspecific DNA crossings by protein.
We tethered 48.5 kb -DNA molecules by one end to a glass cover slide, and at the other end to a paramagnetic bead, to which force was applied using a magnetic field gradient [8] (for method see Ref. [9] ). Such ''magnetic tweezer'' setups permit monitoring of protein interactions under constant DNA tension [10, 11] . Following force measurements in protein-free buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7:6, 100 mM potassium glutamate) to verify that a bead was tethered by a single DNA of expected length of 16:5 m [12, 13] , a ''high force'' of 14 pN was applied, and buffer containing 13 M Fis was introduced.
Upon Fis binding at 14 pN, DNA extension decreased by 1 m; then as force was reduced to 1 pN, the Fisbound DNA gradually became less extended [ Fig. 1(a) ], with reversible elastic response (no hysteresis) and extension shorter than that of naked DNA at each force. These effects are in accord with experiments on other DNAbending proteins [3, 9, 14] . However, when force on the 13 M Fis-DNA complex was reduced to 0.6 pN, a qualitatively new behavior was observed. Over the next 3.5 min the Fis-DNA complex dramatically condensed; extension shrunk from 13 m down to zero [ Fig. 1(a) , red squares]. We will refer to the force at which this condensation occurs as the ''threshold force'' f ; this abrupt condensation at low ( < 1 pN) forces suggests Fis is able to stabilize DNA crossings [ Fig. 1(b) ].
In a series of experiments, we found f to be Fis concentration dependent [ Fig. 2(a) ]; binding of Fis to DNA at 1, 6, and 13 M concentrations led to f 0:2, 0.3, and 0.6 pN, respectively, with f values reproduced in separate experiments to 0.1 pN. Notably, condensation was more rapid for the lower threshold forces f obtained at lower Fis concentrations. Finally, at 200 nM Fis, we no longer observed DNA condensation at any force above our lower force limit (0.05 pN). In bulk phase gel mobility shift experiments Fis associates nonspecifically with DNA such that initially bound complexes form at low nanomolar concentrations; the molecules become nearly fully coated by 50 nM [15, 16] . Thus, the experiments in this Letter are all well into the saturated-binding regime.
The high-force, reversible force-extension behaviors of DNA with Fis bound at 0.2, 1, 6, and 13 M were nearly the same: each displayed a similar modest compaction, due to DNA bending [ Fig. 2(a) ]. We conclude that above 200 nM Fis concentrations, the DNA is entirely coated by Fis, leading to a saturation of its DNA-bending function. The force shifts are consistent with those expected from a protein which deflects DNA by 40 (the bend expected for Fis) once every 7 nm [4] (roughly the minimal spacing for Fis dimers bound consecutively along a DNA). The high-force reversible force-extension curves, when fit to the corresponding result for the semiflexible polymer for extensions from 60% to 90% full length [12] yield an effective persistence length of 20 6 nm (4 measurements), about half that of naked DNA in our buffer (45 4 nm).
The dependence of f on protein concentration, as well as their low (<1 pN) values suggested to us that the condensation occurs via Fis stabilizing DNA self-crossings or ''loops'' generated by thermal fluctuation [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Loops along a DNA under tension are expected to be strongly suppressed above 1 pN [17, 18] , but will form at lower forces where conformational fluctuations become likely. If, at low enough forces, the rate of loop formation becomes large enough to exceed the rate that loops open, condensation would occur. This loop-stabilization hypothesis suggested that following Fis-condensation of DNA, an increase of force to well above f should lead to a series of discrete jumps in extension corresponding to the opening of individual Fis-stabilized DNA crossings. To test this we used a different ''transverse'' magnetic tweezer setup with finer position and time resolution [19] . Fis (5 M) was bound to DNA, and the complex condensed after force was reduced <0:3 pN. Upon application of a high force (9 pN), the DNA extended via a series of discrete jumps (Fig. 3) . The jump sizes are distributed from 40 nm (120 bp), the minimum jump length we can reliably measure above thermal noise, to 200 nm (600 bp). The majority of the jumps are between 40 and 60 nm (120 to 180 bp) in size.
We note that following forced opening of Fis-condensed DNA, recondensation could be repeated by reducing f < f , even after washing protein out of the experimental chamber, indicating that the opening by force does not irreparably damage Fis or drive it off DNA. Finally, opening of Fis-condensed DNA by force always proceeds via jumps, distinct from the case of polycations studied by Baumann et al. [7] where a rather smooth force plateau with no jumps was often found. We note that for Fis, the precise series of jump heights is different in each opening, as is to be expected given closure of the molecule by random thermal motion.
Our data therefore indicate that Fis has two separate structural effects on DNA. At low concentrations (200 nM), Fis bends DNA. However, 1 M Fis leads to DNA-loop-stabilizing complexes, which are able to condense DNA for forces below a concentrationdependent threshold force. The loop-stabilizing function explains previous electron and atomic force microscope studies where Fis was observed to enhance branching (i.e., crossings) in supercoiled plasmids [20] .
Our observations can be understood considering the free energy of the loops formed:
The first term, F loop l, is the cost of bringing the ends of an unstretched polymer segment of contour length l to within 1 nm (essentially the logarithm of the ''J-factor'' probability for polymer cyclization [21] ). F loop diverges for small l for energetic reasons and for large l for entropic reasons, and has a minimum value 12k B T for l 3:5 persistence lengths [18] . The second term fl accounts for the additional work that must be done against the force to form the loop (this form is for a fully stretched polymer; correction for conformational fluctuation [12] is easily included, see [17] ). The force f acts to increase the total barrier to loop formation, to F loop fl; this free energy cost still has a single minimum. The third term of Eq. (1) is the ''binding'' free energy that stabilizes the loop; this term should increase with bulk protein concentration c. The lnc dependence written in Eq. (1) is appropriate for independent and reversible binding of loop-forming complexes, with a dissociation constant K, and where n is the number of DNA-bound Fis dimers that must combine together to anchor one loop. While in principle K depends on the applied force as K 0 e bf=k B T where b is a 1 nm distance describing the range of the chemical interactions stabilizing the DNAprotein complex [22] , this introduces a small correction to Eq. (1) since b l; this is neglected here.
The barrier and binding terms of Eq. (1) compete; the sign of F determines loop stability. For sufficiently large f, Fl > 0 for all l; all loops are unstable. Since F loop fl has a minimum, as force is reduced F 0 will occur first at that minimum, for some loop size l (note l is forcedependent). The threshold force f at which these loops become stable is:
For sufficiently small protein concentration c, f < 0: loops are never stable. However, for c sufficiently large, f > 0: loops are stable at that concentration for forces less than f . Equation (2) indicates f should have a weak dependence on bulk protein concentration c, similar to that observed experimentally (> tenfold increase in c leads to only a factor of 3 change in f ). A linear fit of f to lnc gives n 1:8 0:4, consistent with two Fis molecules stabilizing each crossing. Equation (1) also qualitatively explains the increase of reaction rate as f decreases, since the loop-closing barrier, F loop l f l, decreases as f decreases. Finally, the force scale for condensation reaction is k B T=l , where l 20 nm (recall that Fis reduces the effective persistence length by about a factor of 2 via its bending of DNA, plus l is shifted to lower values by the applied force [18] ). This roughly explains the low forces at which we observe Fis condensation of DNA, in comparison to the few pN force threshold observed in experiments where DNA is tightly condensed by salts or ligands [7] .
Whereas illustrative of the basic physics of loopingdriven DNA condensation, Eq. (1) neglects cooperativity between loops, which can arise simply via Fis stabilization of interloop crossings. The sharp force threshold and strong hysteresis observed after collapse in our experiment (<1 pN required for condensation, >5 pN required for opening) both indicate that cooperativity is an important ingredient. A recent theory of loop-mediated DNA condensation [23] indicates that our experiments are compatible with a binding model including cooperativity, and also PRL 95, 208101 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending 11 NOVEMBER 2005 208101-3 predicts a shift of the distribution of loops to smaller sizes with increasing critical force.
In further experiments, after reacting DNA with 5 M Fis (sufficient concentration for looping-condensation to occur), we added buffer containing free DNA (0:05 mg=ml 300 bp fragments); the result was that looping condensation no longer occurred. However, Fis was still present along the DNA as evidenced by the high-force shift (data not shown). Also, we found sufficiently high salt concentration (300 mM potassium glutamate) eliminated looping condensation, but again the bending-driven shift of the force-extension curve remained (data not shown). These results provide additional evidence that DNA bending and loop stabilization are distinct functions, possibly accomplished by Fis binding to DNA in different ways. Bimodal behavior of DNA-binding proteins has also been observed for IHF [22] , in a concentration-dependent manner for HU [9, 14] , and also for HMGB1=2 [9, 24] ; possibly this is a common feature of protein-DNA interactions.
Current evidence indicates that bacterial chromosomes are divided into topologically isolated domains or loops, averaging about 10 kb in rapidly growing cells, but of larger size in stationary phase [5, 6, 25] . DNA-binding proteins such as H-NS, SeqA, MukBEF, and topoisomerases are suspected to contribute to domain stabilization [5] . The results of this Letter, combined with the strong correlation of in vivo Fis levels with growth rate, suggest that Fis may also play an important role in generating the large number of chromosomal domains within the bacterial nucleoid. Formation of DNA loops by Fis within promoter regions also has been proposed to potentiate transcription [26] .
Although Fis in rapidly growing E. coli is present at concentrations well above the 1 M needed to support looping in our single-DNA reactions, the number of Fis dimers averages less than one every 200 bp of chromosomal DNA. Thus, levels of Fis, or any of the other abundant nucleoid proteins, are insufficient to globally coat chromosomal DNA in vivo [1] . Fis is known to preferentially bind to specific sites that display high sequence degeneracy; the -DNA used in this study contains a few such sites within its regulatory regions [15, 27] in a manner similar to the distribution of specific Fis binding sites in the E. coli chromosome. High-affinity Fis binding sites can be clustered within intergenic regions and might nucleate localized high densities of DNA-bound Fis dimers [1] . Moreover, the interwound and branched structure of the plectonemically supercoiled bacterial chromosome, combined with cytoplasmic crowding forces, will encourage interactions between remote Fis-bound segments in vivo [28] . Effects of specific sites and supercoiling on looping of DNA by Fis should be studied in future experiments.
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